Council on Academic Affairs
11/16/11
3:00 PM – 5:00 PM
200 Bricker Hall

Agenda

1. Approval of November 2, 2011 Minutes

2. Report from the Chair—Kay N. Wolf

3. Report from the Vice-Chair—W. Randy Smith

4. Subcommittee D—Kay N. Wolf, W. Randy Smith
   A) Quarters
      • Culture Policy and Arts Management Graduate Specialization
        (Guests: Deborah Smith-Shank, Interim Chair; Kirsten Thomas, Graduate
        Program Coordinator)
   B) Semesters
      BUSINESS
      • General Business-Undergraduate Minor
        (Guest: Rao Unnava, Associate Dean; Francisco Gomez-Bellenge, Associate to
        the Dean)
      ARTS AND SCIENCES
      • Capital Program-Undergraduate Minor
        (Guest: Todd Bitters, Director, ASC Advising/Academic Services)
      • Associate of Arts
        (Guest: John Wanzer, Assistant Provost, Office of Enrollment Services and
        Undergraduate Education)
      ARTS AND SCIENCES-Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences
      • Survey Research-Undergraduate Minor
      • Legal Foundations of Society-Undergraduate Minor
        (Guest: Deborah Haddad, Assistant Dean)
      ARTS AND SCIENCES-Division of Arts and Humanities
      • Hispanic Linguistics-MA
      • Hispanic Linguistics-PhD
      • Literatures and Cultures-MA
      • Literatures and Cultures-PhD
      • Latino Studies-GIS

(over)
- Sexuality Studies-GIS  
  (Guest: Mollie Blackburn, Associate Professor, Education & Human Ecology)
- Singing Health-GIS  
  Guests: Patrick Woliver, Graduate Chair, Music; Scott McCoy, Professor of Music; Michael Trudeau, Associate Professor of Speech & Hearing)
- Language Sciences-GIS and GIM
- English-MA
- English-PhD  
  (Chadwick Allen, Director of Graduate Programs)
- Germanic Languages and Lit-MA
- Germanic Languages and Lit-PhD  
  (Guest: Carmen Taleghani-Nikazm, Associate Professor)
- Near Eastern Languages and Cultures-MA
- Near Eastern Languages and Cultures-PhD  
  (Sabra Webber, Chair)
- SEELL Linguistics Specialization-MA
- SEELL Linguistics Specialization-PhD
- SEELL Literature, Film & Cultural Studies Specialization-MA
- SEELL Literature, Film & Cultural Studies Specialization-PhD  
  (Guest: Daniel Collins, Associate Professor)

ENGINEERING
- Integrated System Engineering-MS
- Integrated System Engineering-PhD
- Integrated System Engineering-GIS  
  (Guests: David Tomasko, Associate Dean; Jerald Brevick, Associate Professor)

5. Adjourn